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NEW - Harris Wood - Wynwood Commercial

UPDATED - Tarkett Optima

Harris Wood recently introduced the new Wynwood Commercial Engineered Wood Collection, with a 5-year commercial finish warranty.
Wynwood is available in three species: Red Oak, Hickory, and Maple,
and eight contemporary colors, all with an upscale look and low gloss
finish. Wynwood is 100% real hardwood with 5-ply construction for
stability. Planks are 1/2” thick x 5” wide, in random lengths. Wynwood
and all other Harris Wood collections are made in the USA.

The iQ Optima Homogeneous Sheet and Tile line has
been recolored. Some colors were kept, some were
dropped, and several fresh new colors were added.
iQ Optima is available in sheet, 24”x24” tile, and
now two new tile sizes: 12”x12” and 12”x24”.

Check out the new Wynwood page on the Harris website, and click on
individual colors to see room scenes. Please contact me if you’d like to
order an architect folder or individual samples, or if you’d like any additional info. If you’re heading to NeoCon, check out the new Wynwood
Collection in person at the Harris Wood booth, #7-10101.

The iQ technology and homogeneous construction of
iQ Optima makes it long-wearing and easy to
maintain - no finish is needed.

iQ Optima has a multi-tonal linear pattern inspired by
the soft, subtle striations found in natural stone or
bark.

Please contact me to order a new iQ Optima folder or
individual samples, or if you have any questions.
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Tarkett Johnsonite Updates
Here are a few recent changes:
 Ruby Vinyl Sheet has been dropped. Tarkett Johnsonite
Acczent Vinyl Sheet is an easy crossover, with a much larger
offering, thicker wear layer (.032” mil on Acczent vs. .028” mil
on Ruby), easy-care light texture, and beautiful matte finish
 Contract Plus Vinyl Sheet and Tile has been dropped and
replaced by Standard Plus Vinyl Sheet and Tile, with a soft,
linen-like look. Several tile sizes are available►
 Tightlock Carpet Wall Base is now available without the
spacer as a standard item, #TTDC
 More updates to come...please contact me if you have any questions.

